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The rate constants for the formation and dissociation of nickel(II) and cobalt(II) complexes with mandelate have 

been determined by the pressure-jump relaxation study. The forward and reverse rate constants for the mandelate 

complex formation reactions were obtained to be ^/=3.60X104 M 's ' and Ar=1.73X102 s-1 for the nickel(II), and 

kf= 1.75X105 and 2.33X103 s ' for the cobalt(II) in aqueous solution of zero ionic strength (卩—0) at 257二

The results were interpreted by the use of the multistep complex formation mechanism. The rate constants evaluated 

for each individual steps in the multistep mechanism draw a conclusion that the rate of the reaction would be 

controlled by the chelate ring closure step in concert with the solvent exchange step in the nickel(II) complexation, 

while s시ely by the ch이ate ring closure step for the cobalt(II) complex.

Introduction

The rates and mechanisms of the complexation reaction 

of the labile metal ions have received considerable atten

tion.1" 16 The broad outline of the mechanism of these reac

tions is described by well known the Eigen's multistep me

chanism.2 In this mechanism, the step of the release of a 

solvent molecule from the inner coordination sphere of the 

metal ion is generally considered as the rate determining 

step. However, in the kinetic studies on the complex forma

tion reactions of nickel(II) and cobalt(II) ions with P-alanine 

and p-aminobutylic acid, Kustin et al.34 have found that the 

reaction is sterically controlled.

Kinetic data6-10 of the complexation reactions of nickel(II) 

and cobalt(II) ions with various kinds of dicarboxylates have 

shown that the rate determining step for the substitution 

reactions of cobalt(II) ion is the chelate ring closure step, 

while is the solvent exchange for those of nickel(II) ion. This 

is since that the rate of water exchange of cobalt(II) ion 

is much faster than that of nickel(II) ion. It has been repor

ted that the rate constants (W11,12 of the water exchange 

process of cobalt(II) and nickel(II) ions are 2.6 X106 sec 1 

and 2.7 X104 sec-1, respectively. In the cases of the metal(II) 

complexes of bidentate monocarboxylate ligands which have 

a hydroxy 13~16 or amine3-5 functional group at a or 3 posi

tions, it is likely that the chelate ring closure process affect 

the rate of the reaction to considerable extent even for the 

nickel(II) ion. In this report, we present the results of a 

pressure-jump kinetic study on the complexation reactions 

of nickel(II) and cobalt(II) ions with the mandelate ligand 

which has a phenyl substituent at a position of the glycolate.

Experimental

All of the chemicals used were of a reagent grade and 

have been used without further p나rification. Stock solutions 

of the nickel(II) and cobalt(II) complexes were prepared by 

mixing stoichiometric amounts of respective metal sulphates 

with the mandelic acid in doubly distilled water. The sul

phate ion was precipitated out as insoluble barium sulphate 

by titrating the solution with a standard solution of bari나m 

hydroxide. The solid barium sulphate was removed by filte- 

ration. The concentration of the metal ion in the stock solu

tion was standardized by EDTA titration. The working solu

tions were prepared by diluting the stock solution to desired 

concentrations. The pH's of the solution were in the range 

5.2-5.4, in which most of the ligand dissociates to the anionic 

form.

The pressure-jump apparatus which is similar to that pre

viously described17 in detail has been used to measure the 

relaxation times of the complexation reactions. The rise time 

of the apparatus was measured to be shorter than 67 卩sec 

in a 0.2 M nickel sulphate solution. The relaxation time for 

each system was measured at 18, 25, and 35t for five 

different concentrations. A relaxation time characterized by 

a single relaxation step was observed for the solutions stud

ied. A iteration method as옹uming an initial value of the e아ui- 

librium constants was used to calcualte simultaneously the 

rate constants and equilibrium constant from the relaxation 

times.

Results and Discussion

The relaxation processes observed are interpretated in te

rms of the complex formation equilibrium. The complex for

mation equilibrium of the metal(II) ions with the mandelate 

ligand would be expressed as

加
俨+L 弋‘ML* (1)

where M2+ is the metal ion, L~ is the ligand anion, 

is the complex. The relaxation time (t) of the process is 

related to the forward and reverse rate constants (kf and

臨 Eq. (2),

j 哉■况(G，2+ + Q-)+& (2)

where C is the equilibrium concentrations of the species 

and f± is the mean activity coefficient of the free ions. The 

activity coefficients of the ions were estimated from the Da

vies equation18 which is given by Eq. (3);

log /0.5 Z(2( 一 0.2 卩) ⑶
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Table 1. Relaxation Data for Nickel(II) and Cobalt(II) Complexes with Mandelate 가 p->0

Temperature (t) GX103 (M) &+X103 (M) (瓦2+=0-)XlO3 (M) pXlO3 /± 1/tXIO'2 (s"1)

Nickel(II)

18 10.10 4.95 5.15 12.88 0.80 2.26

6.01 2.41 3.60 8.99 0.82 1.89

4.01 1.34 2.68 6.69 0.84 1.72

2.95 0.83 2.12 5.29 0.86 1.57

2.01 0.45 1.56 3.89 0.88 1.49

25 10.10 5.14 4.96 12.40 0.80 4.02

6.01 2.53 3.48 8.70 0.83 3.40

4.01 1.41 2.60 6.50 0.85 3.08

2.95 0.89 2.06 5.16 0.86 2.85

2.01 049 1.52 3.81 0.88 2.55

35 10.10 5.35 4.75 11.88 0.80 6.88

6.01 2.66 3.35 8.38 0.83 5.93

4.01 1.50 2.51 6.28 0.85 5.27

2.95 0.95 2.00 5.00 0.86 4.80

2.01 0.52 1.49 3.72 0.88 4.33

Cobalt(II)

18 10.10 2.93 17.93 0.77 27.47

8.01 2.03 14.94 0.78 26.18

6.01 1.28 11.83 0.80 24.94

4.01 0.65 8.41 0.83 23.53

2.01 0.19 4.55 0.87 21.32

25 10.10 3.82 16.80 0.77 37.31

8.01 2.38 14.08 0.79 35.59

6.01 1.51 11.24 0.81 33.56

4.01 0.78 8.07 0.83 31.15

2.01 0.24 4.44 0.87 27.93

35 10.10 4.18 14.81 0.78 52.91

8.01 3.00 12.54 0.80 49.51

6.01 1.96 10.13 0.81 46.08

4.01 1.05 2.96 7.41 0.84 42.02

2.01 0.33 1.68 4.19 0.87 36.90

where Z： is the charge of the /th ion and 卩 is the ionic stre

ngth of the s이ution. _ _

The plot of 1/r against /±(Cm2+ by the Eq. (2) 

should give a linear line of which the slope and the intercept 

are kf and kr, respectively. However, we should know the 

thermodynamic formation canstant( Keq=kf/k^) of the complex 

in order to calculate the mean activity coefficient and equili

brium concentrations of the ions. Since the accurate values 

of the thermodynamic formation constants of nick서(II) and 

cobalt(ID mandelate complexes in aqueous solution were not 

available, we have calculated the formation constant, forward 

rate constant, and reverse rate constant simultaneously from 

the relaxation times observed by the following iteration me

thod.

As the first approximation, an initial value of K相 which 

is estimated from the literature value19,20 obtained at higher 

ionic strength is used to calculate the activity coefficients 

and the equilibrium concentrations of the species. Then, the 

values of 也 and kr are obtained from the plot of 1/r against 

/±(Cm2++^~) by the Eq. (2). A new value of Keq(=kf/kr) 

should be close to and initial value of K购 approximated. The 

above procedure is repeated until the standard deviation of 

the value is minimized. The final values of the equilibrium 

concentrations and the mean activity coefficients alone with 

the reciprocals of relaxation times are given in Table 1. The 

best fit plots of the final values for the nickel(II)-mandelate 

system at various temperature are shown in Figure 1.

The rate and thermodynamic formation constants obtained 

from the above procedure are summarized in Table 2. The 

activation parameters have been obtained from the Arrhenius 

plot of the rate constant against the reciprocal of temperature 

and general kinetic equations. They are given in Table 3.

The multistep mechanism3,4 for the metal complex forma

tion reaction with a monobasic chelating ligand such as the 

mandelate would be described as

『s+d)? w皿신l
«21

# 甲M" M^L+ (4)
& 知3

(I) (ID (HD

where W\ and are the metal ion-coordinated water mole-
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Hgure 1. 1/r vs fl + (Cw2+ +CL-) polt for nickel(ID-mandelate 

reaction system at 18t (•), 25t： (d>), 35M (O).

Table 2. Rate Constants and Stability Constants of Nickel(II) 

and Cobalt(II) Complexes with Mandelate at |l0

Metal Temperature 

(°C)

kfX 104 

(M^s"1)

krX10~2

(s'1)

KXL0"

(M-1)

Nickel(II) 18 1.88±0.10 1.01±0.05 1.87±0.14

25 3.60± 0.09 1.73±0.04 2.09 ±0.07

35 6.68+0.13 2.82± 0.06 2.36± 0.06

Cobalt(II) 18 10.6± 1.1 18.5± 0.1 0.57± 0.13

25 17.5± 1.5 23.3土 0.1 0.75± 0.07

35 33.6士 5.6 28.2+ 0.3 1.19+ 0.03

cules. The step(I) is the diffusion controlled ion pair complex 

formation. The step(II) involves the loss of a water molecule 

from the inner hydration sphere of the metal ion and the 

formation of the monosubstituted metal complex. The step 

(III) is the formation of the fully chelated complex. The equi

librium constants for the step(I), (II), and (III) are represen

ted by K0=k12/k2it K2=k23/k32, and 电=¥顷〃而 respectively.

With the assumptions that the step(I) is very rapid with 

respect to other steps and the species is in a steady

state, the overall forward and reverse rate constants of Eq. 

(1) are related to the r가e constants of individual steps of 

Eq. (4) as:

hf=K&23, b 쪄 ) and 也=蜘( 쁘订 ) (5)

&32 거기?34 月32十 尺34

If the rate determining step is the loss of a water molecule 

from the inner hydration sphere and ring clsure step is much 

faster, i.e.t then Eq. (5) are reduced to }%=K사細 and 

kr—k^/Kz, respectively, would be estimated when is 

known. The ion pair formation constant Ko when 卩D would 

be estimated theoretically by the Fuoss equation,21

Table 3. Kinetic Data for Nickel(II) and Cobalt(II) Complex For

mation Reactions with Mandelate at 25t： and y->0

Nickel(II) Cobalt(II)

kf, M^sT (3.60 ± 0.09) X104 (1.75± 0.15) X105

歸, s 이 (1.73+0.04) X102 (2.33±0.01)X103

E/, kjoule mol 1 55.2± 5.6 50.7± 6.2

kjoule moL 52.7±5.6 48.2 ± 6.2

&S广,joule K 7 mol t 18.6± 1.9 17.3± 1.9

△G*，kjoule moL 1 47.2 ±7.9 43.1±8.4

K°=弋亲旷阳泌 ⑹
oUUv

where N is Avogadro's number, a is the distance of the clo

sest approach of two ions, and U(a) is a Coulomb energy 
term. Substituting 5A for nickel(II) and sk for cobalt(II) ion 

pairs for a of Eq. (6), which are generally assumed in the 

literature,22-23 the values of Ko for 나le nickel(II) and cobalt(II) 

mandelates in the solution have been estimated to be 5.4

and 7.7 Mf respectively. With these values of Ko, it 

could be estimated that the values of 力23 are 6.7 X103 s-1 

and 2.3 X104 s"1 for the mandelate complexe옹 of nickel(II) 

and cobalt(II) ions at 25t, respectively.

As expected, the value of & for the cobalt(II) mandelate 

is about two order smaller than the water exchange rate 

constant kw of the cobalt(II) ion which has been reported 

as 2.6 X106 s^1.12 This would mean that the assumption

does not sustain and the rate determing step for the 

reaction is also the step(III) in the a-hydroxy carboxylate 

ligand system, as proved already for the cobalt(II) complexa- 

tion reactions with dicarboxylate ligands.910

However, the value of k23 for the nickel(II) mandelate is 

a little less than the water exchange rate constant kw of 

the nickel(II) ion. The water exchange rate constant kw of 

the nickel (II) ion has been determined from the 17O-NMR 

study to be 2.7 X104 s-1.11 The kw is actually about four time 

larger than the 氏2& This implies that the overall rate is con

trolled mainly by the step(IID but in some extent by the 

step(II). Therefore, it is suggested that the chelate ring clo

sure step would control the rate of the reaction in concert 

with the solvent exchange step in the nickel(II) complexation 

with the a- hydroxy carboxylate ligand. This is interesting 

fact, as considering that the water exchange process mainly 

controls the reaction rate in the case of dicarboxylate com

plexation of nick이(II) ion.6,8,10

The activation parameters of Table 3 are very close values 

between the nickel(II) and cobalt(II) mandelate systems in 

contrast to that the activation energy of the nickel(II) cincho- 

meronate system is 17 kjoule moL larger than that of cobalt 

(II) cinchomeronate.10 This would mean that the reaction me

chanisms of the nickel(II) and the cobalt(ID mandelate comp

lexation reactions are similar each other, i.e., the chelate ring 

closure process is the slowest for both systems.

To confirm the mechanism discussed above, we estimated 

the equilibrium and kinetic parameters of each individual 

step of the mandelate complexation reactions of nickel(II) 

and cobalt(II) ions. If the value of & is known, and 

can be calculated from Eq. (5). Hoffmann24 has derived the 

following experimental relationship between log & and ^Ka
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Table 4. Rate and Equilibrium Constants of Each Indiv너ual 

Step of the Multistep Complex Formation of Nickel(II) and Co- 

balt(II) with Mandelate at 25^ and 卩—0

Nickel(II) Cobalt(II)

3.41 3.41

Keq, MT 2.1 X102 7.5 X101

Ko, MT 5.4 7.7

1.9 0.9

2.0 X101 10.4

kwt s-1 2.7 X104 2.6 X106

*32, S~L 1.4 X104 2.8 X106

妇，s"1 4.4 X103 2.5 X104

知3, S-1 22X102 2.4 X103

of the ligand;

log 力32=—0.22 pKa + C (7)

where C is a constant. C has been evaluated from the acetate 

system as 4.88 and 7.28 for the nickel(II) and the cobalt(II) 

systems, respectively. could be estim가ed from Eq. (7). 

The solvent exchange rate constant of the corresponding ca

tion kw was assumed as 瞄
The rate and equilibrium data of each individual step of 

안le complexation reactions of nickel(II) and cobalt(II) mande

lates are given in Table 4. Again we find that is about 

one sixth smaller than kw in the nickel(II) mand미ate system 

while 为34 is about two order smaller than kw in the cobalt(II) 

mandelate system. This also supports that the i/te deter

mining step of the mandelate complex간ions in aqueous solu

tion is the chelate ring 서osure step for both nickel(II) and 

cobalt(II) ions. Similar results have been reported for the 

glycolate1415 and lactate1315 complexations of nickel(II) ion. 

Even though the water exchange rate of the met지 ion is 

relatively much slower for nickel(II) ion than for cobalt(ID 

ion, the rate of the nickel(n)complexation reaction in this 

a-hydroxycarboxylate ligand system is controlled mainly by 

the chelate ring closure step, contrary to that in the dicarbo

xylate ligand system.63,10

Now, since &＞如.Eq. (5) are reduced to and

知=知3. This means that the rate of the decomplexation reac

tion is solely influenced by the rate of the chelate ring rup

ture. It it noted from Table 4, making a comparision between 

반圮 nickel(II) and cobalt(II) systems, that the slower is the 

rate 侬43) of the chelate ring rupture, the higher is the ther

modynamic stability (匕) of the complex. The rate of ch이ate 

ring closure is faster for the cobalt(II) ion than for the nick어 

(II) ion. The size of the metal ion may affect in opposite 

way to the rates of the chelate ring closure and rupture. 

Since the size of nick아(ID ion is smaller than cobalt(II) ion, 

the nickel(II) ion would form stronger bond with a-hydroxy 

group of the mandelate ligand than the cobalt(II) ion. Thus 

the rate of bond breaking between the metal ion and a-hyd- 

roxy group would be slower in the nickel(II) complexation 

reaction. However, the rate of the chelate ring closure of 

cobalt(II) ion which is larger in size could be faster as seen.

In conclusion, the rate of complex formation reaction of 

Ni(II) ion with a-hydroxycarboxylate ligands in aqueous so

lution is controlled mai기y by the chelate ring closure step. 

However, the water exchange process would affect some ex

tent to the rate of the overall reaction. In the case of Co(II) 

ion, the rate of the reaction is determined solely by the 

chelate ring closure step.
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